
SAS increases the number of flights to
the US as demand for travel rises
As a direct result of the US now opening to more visitors, demand for travel is rising
sharply. SAS is now updating its traffic program and increasing the number of flights to
and from the US.

Flight bookings with SAS to the US over Christmas and New Year have increased significantly.
SAS is offering up to 100 flights per week during the Christmas and New Year period to and
from Scandinavia.

“It is very gratifying that we can increase the number of flights and offer our customers the
chance to finally be able to travel again and experience the other side of the Atlantic, and meet
with friends and family,” says Karl Sandlund, Chief Commercial Officer at SAS.

SAS resumed the route from Stockholm to Miami on November 8th and will resume the route
from Copenhagen on November 10th and from Oslo on November 11th. This means that SAS
will have daily flights to Miami from Scandinavia during the winter.

SAS is also increasing the number of departures to New York and will fly twice daily from
Copenhagen, Oslo, and Stockholm, starting November.

SAS flies daily from Copenhagen to Chicago and will start flights from Stockholm to Chicago
from mid-December.

SAS will increase the number of flights to Los Angeles, San Francisco and Washington DC
from Copenhagen over Christmas and New Year.

SAS flies to the US with modern Airbus aircraft with fuel-efficient engines. The new aircraft
have 15-30 % lower fuel consumption compared to the aircraft they are replacing. The new,
state-of-the-art aircraft offer SAS’ customers a more comfortable, pleasant, and sustainable
way of travelling.

SAS’ routes and departures to the US this winter
Copenhagen New York 7 times a week
Copenhagen Chicago 7 times a week
Copenhagen Los Angeles Up to 7 times a week
Copenhagen San Francisco Up to 5 times a week
Copenhagen Washington DC Up to 5 times a week
Copenhagen Miami Up to 4 times a week
Oslo New York Twice a week
Oslo Miami Once a week
Stockholm New York 5 times a week
Stockholm Miami Up to 4 times a week
Stockholm Chicago Up to 3 times a week

For more information, please contact:  
SAS Press Office, phn +46 8 797 2944

SAS, Scandinavia’s leading airline, with main hubs in Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm, flies to
destinations in Europe, USA and Asia. Spurred by a Scandinavian heritage and sustainability values,
SAS aims to be the global leader in sustainable aviation. We will reduce total carbon emissions by 25
percent by 2025, by using more sustainable aviation fuel and our modern fleet with fuel-efficient aircraft.



In addition to flight operations, SAS offers ground handling services, technical maintenance and air
cargo services. SAS is a founding member of the Star Alliance™, and together with its partner airlines
offers a wide network worldwide.


